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Abstract
The paper presents an ongoing project in the domain of lexicography of language contact, namely,
the “Internet Dictionary of Words of German Origin in Tok Pisin”. The German influence onto the
lexicon of the main pidgin language of Papua New Guinea has its roots in the German colonial
empire, where Tok Pisin played an important role as a lingua franca in the colony of German New
Guinea. Tok Pisin also served as an intermediate language for many borrowing processes; that is,
German loans entered many languages in the South Pacific via Tok Pisin.
The Internet Dictionary of Words of German Origin in Tok Pisin is based on all available
lexicographical sources from the early 20th century up to now. These sources are systematically
evaluated within our project; the results will be documented in the dictionary. The microstructure of
the dictionary will be presented with respect to its major features: documentation of sources,
examples for word usage, audio files, and lexicographic comment.
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1

Introduction

The lexicography of language contact is concerned with the lexicographic description of loanwords
and foreign words, usually with respect to their phonological, grammatical, and semantic properties,
the circumstances of the borrowing processes, and the changes the words have undergone during the
borrowing process. Dictionaries of loanwords and foreign words come in two basic types,
dictionaries that adopt the perspective of the target language and dictionaries written from the
perspective of the source language. The former type is by far the dominating one: Lemmatized are
lexemes of the target language of the borrowing process; this is done in common dictionaries of
foreign words in English, German, etc. Dictionaries of the latter type are much harder to find: they
lemmatize lexemes from the source language and follow their borrowing ways into other languages
(cf. Wiegand 2001 and Engelberg 2010 for distinctions of this sort).
The German Loanword Portal (“Lehnwortportal Deutsch”; Meyer, Engelberg 2012ff.) at the
“Institute for the German Language” (Institut für Deutsche Sprache, IDS) in Mannheim is an internet
portal for loanword dictionaries; it collects dictionaries of this “inverted” type that document German
loanwords in other languages (Meyer/Engelberg 2011; Engelberg/Meyer 2015).
The dictionaries can be consulted as stand-alone works and – since the dictionaries are interlinked via
German metalemmata – as a virtual inverted dictionary of German loans in other languages. The
portal will allow to display the borrowing chains from German into other languages via intermediate
languages.
Two of the dictionaries that are currently being prepared for the German Loanword Portal are the
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“Dictionary of German Loanwords in the Languages of the South Pacific” and the “Dictionary of
Words of German Origin in Tok Pisin”. The latter one is the topic of this paper.

2

Words of German Origin in Oceania

Tok Pisin is an English-based extended pidgin that is widely spoken in Papua New Guinea. Its origins
are pidgins used on plantations in Queensland, Samoa, and other places in the South Pacific in the
second half of the 19th century. In particular, the pidgin spoken in Samoa had been brought to New
Guinea and the Bismarck Archipelago by labour migrants (Mühlhäusler 1978). There, Tok Pisin
emerged as one of three major variants of Melanesian Pidgin. Tok Pisin spread and developed when
north-eastern New Guinea and the adjacent islands were part of the German colonial empire.
Between 1884 and 1900, Germany took a number of islands into possession: large parts of
Micronesia (the Carolines, the Northern Marianas, the Palau Islands, the Marshall Islands, Nauru),
the northeastern part of New Guinea (Kaiser-Wilhelmsland), the Bismarck Archipelago, the
Northern Solomon Islands, and the western part of Samoa. Except for Samoa these areas constituted
the colony German New Guinea. Even though Germany lost its colonies in WWI, the German
language had a certain lexical influence on many of the about 700 languages spoken in German New
Guinea. In particular, words from the domains of school, religion, administration, household, and
craft found their way into the local languages (Stolberg 2015). As Tok Pisin spread under German
rule, besides the bulk of English-based words and quite a number of words from indigenous language,
more than 100 German words like ambos (from Ger. Amboß ‘anvil’), beten (from Ger. beten ‘pray’),
binen (from Ger. Bienen ‘bees’), or gumi (from Ger. Gummi ‘rubber; gum’) showed up in Tok Pisin.
During the work on the “Dictionary of German Loanwords in the Languages of the South Pacific” (cf.
Engelberg 2010), it became obvious that many putative German loans in these languages were not
direct loans but probably borrowed via Tok Pisin. Thus, an investigation of the German part of the
Tok Pisin lexicon was a prerequisite for the compilation of the loanword dictionary. These
considerations were the origin of the “Dictionary of Words of German Origin in Tok Pisin” that will
be described in the remainder of this paper.

3

The Dictionary Basis

The dictionary basis of the “Dictionary of Words of German Origin in Tok Pisin” (“Wortschatz
deutschen Ursprungs im Tok Pisin”; Engelberg, Möhrs, Stolberg to appear 2017) consists of Tok
Pisin dictionaries, linguistic publications on the lexicon of Tok Pisin (among them the seminal work
by Mühlhäusler 1979), and a small and open collection of written and spoken Tok Pisin texts. The
most important part of the dictionary basis is the library of about 40 Tok Pisin dictionaries and word
lists reaching from 1909 up to the present; some of the older ones are unpublished works by
missionaries. The dictionaries are sources that need to be examined critically for several reasons:
Some of the older dictionaries not only contain words from Tok Pisin but also from other variants of
Melanesian Pidgin. Lexical information about the source language of lexical items is sparce and
sometimes not reliable. The same holds for the semantic description of Tok Pisin words that, in some
dictionaries, does not differentiate enough between the meaning of the Tok Pisin words and the
meaning of the words in the source language. Furthermore, the sources follow different ordering
principles. In some sources, words are listed alphabetically with information on translation
equivalents in English or other languages. Other dictionaries follow an onomasiological principle
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and group headwordss according to selectedd topics (e.g
g., agricultu
ure, school/e
/education, craft, etc.).
me of the soources are ty
ype-written
Another prroblem is posed by thee medium oof the texts. While som
texts, otherrs are barelyy legible haandwritten m
manuscripts. The first aim
a of our pproject is to analyze all
the availabble material and to docu
ument the innformation in a system
matic way.

4

He
eadword Candida
ates

As mentionned above, one of the first
f
steps oof the lexico
ographic pro
ocess was too analyze th
he different
sources (diictionaries, word lists, research liteerature, e.g., Mühlhäussler 2001; H
Heitfeld 197
77) in order
to find Tokk Pisin lexeemes that count
c
as poossible cand
didates for words
w
that are influen
nced by the
German lannguage. Thhe entries in some dictioonaries con
ntain information aboutt influences from other
languages (in our casee: especially
y from the G
German lang
guage), cf., for examplle, Figure. 1.
1

Figgure 1: Entry srang/saranng (from Gerr. Schrank) frrom a dictionnary
and a research artticle by Mihaalic (1971; 1990).

xicographic sources. SSome autho
ors provide
However, word histoory is not in the focuss of all lex
g., Mihalic 1971; Garn
nier 2006 etc., cf. Fig. 1) while oth
hers do not
informationn about thiss aspect (e.g
(e.g., Kutsccher 1940; Newlin
N
2001, etc.). At tthe beginnin
ng, we conccentrated onn about ten sources
s
that
give expliccit informattion about the
t influencce of other languages on the lexiccon of Tok Pisin. The
main sourcce was Mihaalic (1971). On this bassis, we com
mpiled a list of
o lexical ittems expliciitly marked
as stemminng from Gerrman (List A).
A List A coontains arou
und 90 lexem
mes. In a seccond step, th
he ten main
sources weere re-exam
mined for wo
ords that w
were not exp
plicitly mark
ked for Gerrman origin
n but might
neverthelesss show Geerman influ
uence. For many of th
hese words the possibble lexical etymons
e
in
English annd German are
a cognatees, (e.g., Engg. ring, Gerr. Ring) succh that conssiderations about
a
word
1
history havve to recur to non-ling
guistic reasooning. The process yieelded a canndidate list (List B) off
about 450 lexical items (including the item
ms from List
L A). Listt B is the starting po
oint for the
evaluation of all otherr lexicograp
phic sourcess.

5

Lex
xicograp
phical Infformatio
on

In the folloowing sectioons, we present the connception of the microsttructure of tthe dictionaary (cf. Fig.
2). The Lisst B of headdword cand
didates (cf. ssection 4) constitutes
c
the basis forr the lemmaa list of the
“Dictionaryy of Words of German Origin in T
Tok Pisin”.

1

Cf. Mühlhhäusler (19855) on problem
ms concerninng the determ
mination of th
he word histoory of Tok Pisin words.
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Figure 2: Extract from the preliminary example entry for Ger. beten (Tok Pisin: beten).
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The goal of the lexicographic analysis is to make visible all traces of German in the Tok Pisin lexicon.
With respect to the list of headwords for the dictionary, quite an amount of spelling variation has to be
considered (e.g. sarang/srang from Ger. Schrank; cf. Fig. 1). Where possible, we adopt the spelling
from Mihalic (1971) for the main entry in the dictionary; spelling variants and compounds containing
the headword are listed in the article. Pronunciation information for every headword and every
variant is given in form of an audio file spoken by a speaker of Tok Pisin. All information from
entries from the analyzed sources will be systematically bundled and presented, including the
bibliographic references. This pertains to information from dictionary sources, from the research
literature, from hand written manuscripts, and from other word lists of Tok Pisin.
Some of the examined sources also provide example sentences, that is, short phrases or short
sentences that present the lexeme in context.2 These examples constitute another large part of the
microstructure of the dictionary entry. The pronunciation of the examples is again rendered in form
of audio files.3 Besides collecting information about the possible German origin of Tok Pisin words
from the literature, we also discussed many controversial cases with linguists who are speakers of
Tok Pisin. 4 They provided a lot of otherwise unavailable information. The results of these
consultations (about usage, spelling, etymology, etc.) will enter the dictionary in form of
lexicographical notes. The dictionary entries will also be complemented with the results from an
empirical investigation into the current use of words of German origin in Tok Pisin. This
investigation was carried out by Craig Volker in cooperation with the authors of the dictionary.
Volker checked the acquaintance of Tok Pisin speakers in different areas of Papua New Guinea with
words of German origins from the lemma list of the dictionary.
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